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PREFACE 

Using an example problem this report describes how the practicing design 

engineer can solve or analyze rigid pavement problems by the discrete-element 

method of slab analysis. 

This is the twenty-sixth in a series of reports that describes the work 

done in Research Project 3-5-63-56, entitled 'Development of Methods for Com

puter Simulation of Beam-Columns and Grid-Beam and Slab Systems." The project 

is divided into two parts, one concerned primarily with bridge structures and 

the other with pavement slabs, and this is the eighth report in the series 

that deals directly with pavement slabs. 

We are grateful to the entire staff of the Center for Highway Research, 

who provided support during the preparation of this report. 

This project is sponsored by the Texas Highway Department in cooperation 

with the U. S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration. 

May 1972 
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ABSTRACT 

The discrete-element method of slab analysis provides a unique method for 

analyzing both complex and common pavement problems. The purpose of this re

port is to illustrate the application of this tool to a typical rigid pave

ment design problem. The problem chosen for use herein involves the design 

of concrete shoulder pavements. 

To facilitate the practical use of the SLAB computer program a detailed 

description of the guide for data input for the computer program is presented. 

This report also describes all the necessary steps to be taken by a design 

engineer in the analysis of any typical problem. Included are all the neces

sary input computations, detailed coding instructions and explanation of the 

data, interpretation of the output, and possible uses of the output in further 

design analysis. The example problems are coded and explained card by card 

for the benefit of the practicing engineer. 

KEY WORDS: discrete-element analysis, rigid pavements, concrete shoulders, 

program SLAB. 
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SUMMARY 

Research showed that the particular effect of providing concrete shoul

ders on the behavior of the continuously reinforced concrete pavements being 

studied was a considerable reduction in deflections and stresses. This re

duction resulted from removing the load from the pavement edge, since some 

continuity is provided by the concrete shoulders. 

Hence, the construction of portland cement concrete shoulders may be 

justified by savings from reduced slab pavement thickness, as ,veIl as im

proved performance and low maintenance cost. The presence of the discrete

element method of slab analysis is a valuable tool as applied in this study. 
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IHPLEMENTATlON STATEMENT 

This document is a user's guide for the discrete-element slab analysis 

programs developed in Project 3-5-63-56, '~evelopment of Hethods for Computer 

Simulation of Beam-Columns and Grid-Beam and Slab Systems." Design engineers 

can use this guide together with previous theoretical developments, i.e., the 

computer methods themselves, to analyze both common and unique rigid pavement 

problems. With it the practicing pavement design engineer can acquaint him

self with SlAB analysis methods to the extent necessary to begin analyzing 

pavement problems directly. The methods will also be assimilated into the 

pavement system design method for rigid pavements (RPS) which has been devel

oped as a part of Project 123 (Ref 20). 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Background 

The discrete-element method of analysis for pavement slabs was developed 

in the mid-1960's and has been revised and improved several times since 

(Refs 1, 2, and 3). The method has been proved by tests (Refs 4 and 5) and 

applied in field studies (Ref 6) and is ready for further application to field 

problems. Some applications for which the discrete-element method has been 

used are (1) the investigation of the effect of load placement on pavement 

analysis and design (Ref 8), (2) the analysis of experimental airfield pave-

ment slabs (Ref 7), and (3) a variety of special problems which have been used to 

illustrate the reports that have documented the method. These special prob-

lems have ranged from simple slabs to very complex structures such as bridge 

approach slabs. There has also been some limited application of the method 

to analysis of continuously reinforced concrete pavements (Ref 18). 

Objective 

The objective of this report is to illustrate how a practicing engineer 

can use one of the SLAB computer programs to analyze a pavement problem. The 

design problem used here was obtained from the Texas Highway Department and 

has been of some concern in determining the economics of concrete shoulders. 

Scope 

This report illustrates the application of the analysis method to one 

kind of design problem and discusses the important modeling decisions which 

must be made in using the method. The report covers selection of the param

eters required for development of a discrete-element solution, and does so in 

such a way that a user can understand it and solve the problem himself. The 

same approach can then be applied to other field analyses. The problem is 

coded step by step, and an actual computer solution is included in the ap

pendix. The computer output from the discrete-element analysis is evaluated 

and interpreted, and the design implications of the problem are suggested. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE PROBLEH AND APPROACH 

Description of the Study 

The design study used here to illustrate the discrete-element method of 

slab analysis involves portland cement concrete pavements with and without 

concrete shoulders. Since integral shoulders provide partial continuity for 

the pavement edge and the resulting load stresses and deflections diminish 

considerably, their use could be very economical. Hence, if shoulders are 

provided, a lower pavement thickness may be required and the use of shoulders 

might thus be economically justified over the life of the facility. In this 

study the resulting stresses and deflections in a continuously reinforced con

crete pavement with concrete shoulders are compared to those in a pavement 

without concrete shoulders. Two slab thicknesses, 7 and 8 inches, are con

sidered since it was anticipated that the thickness will be reduced when con

crete shoulders are used. The pavement lies on a cement-stabilized subbase 

and a highly plastic subgrade. The modulus of subgrade reaction for the pave

ment was 300 pci/in, but because of the presence of highly expansive soils 

which have a high probability of creating nonuniform support, it is assumed 

that the composite subgrade k-value must be reduced to 100 pci/in (Ref 15). 

The concrete used in this pavement has the medium to high modulus of 

elasticity which can be expected for pavements constructed with concrete con

taining siliceous river gravel aggregates and five sacks of cement per cubic 

yard, and therefore, a modulus of 4,000,000 psi is used here. The pavement is 

two lanes, 24 feet, wide (Fig 1). The highway is divided and there is a 

shoulder on only one side in each direction. The shoulders are 10 feet wide. 

The joints, sawed to a depth of one-fourth the slab thickness, which is stand

ard jointing practice for longitudinal joints, are considered as cracked 

sections in this analysis. 

Performance studied (Refs 9 and 10) have shown that a desirable crack

spacing in continuously reinforced concrete pavements is about 6 to 8 feet, 

and this range is simulated in the analysis. The load used is an l8-kip 

single-axle, which is the maximum legal single-axle load in Texas. It serves 
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to illustrate the maximum expected stresses. Similar comparisons could be 

made [or other loads as desired. 

Description of Guide for Data Input 
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The program used to solve the problems presented in this study is SIAB 49, 

which is the most recent SLAB analysis method. Details of the procedure for 

using the data coding form of this SLAB version are given in the guide for 

data input, Appendix A, which is designed so that copies can be made and used 

for routine reference, 

The first two cards of a problem series are for identification (Fig 2). 

Any alphanumeric information can be entered, but it is suggested that the 

date of the run, ther user's name, and units used always be included on these 

avo cards. 

The third card gives the problem number and a brief description of the 

problem. The problem number, which is entered on the first five columns, can 

contain alphabetical characters if desired. If a blank problem number is 

encountered, i.e. the first five columns are blank, the program will terminate. 

Any number of problems can be run at one time. 

Table I (Fig 2 and Appendix A) is used to input the problem control data 

and is always comprised of two cards. It includes the keep options, multiple 

load option, number of cards input for this problem, and other output options 

including plots. 

The first card of Table 1 contains the keep options, with which any data 

from the preceding problem can be retained by specifying 1 in the appropriate 

column. Table 2 cannot be added to or modified, but any of the other data 

tables can be retained and additional data cards can be input up to the com

bined maximum total of cards for each table. The multiple load option in 

column 50 of the first Table 1 card is left blank if each successive problem 

is independent of the preceding problem. If a following problem is for the 

same pavement-and-grid system, and if only the load pattern and placement, 

given in Table 7, change, the option of the first problem is specified with 

+1. This is the "parent" problem, that is the first such problem in a series, 

The option for each successive loading on problems in the same series is -1, 

and these problems are called "offspring" problems. When a blank option or 

another +1 is encountered, that problem is another independent problem or a 

new problem, and therefore new basic data are to be input, 
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The second card of Table 1 is for the designation of the number of data 

cards to be input in this problem for Tables 2 through 9. The user should 

carefully check the card counts to avoid data errors. A number of cormnon types 

of data errors are checked for by the input routines, but it is possible to 

create a false problem if the number of cards specified in Table 1 does not 

match with the number of available data cards. 

The four options in columns 50 through 65 of the second card of Table 1 

are for output options (Appendix A). The statics check option can be exer

cised by entering a 1 in column 50. This is useful for determining if a solu

tion inaccuracy exists, especially for computer systems which have required 

double precision operations. The statics check is computed internally in the 

program by reapplication of the governing equations (Ref 17) to the computed 

values of deflection. Any applied loads and external couples are deducted and 

the remaining quantity represents the computational error at each joint of the 

system. The statics check option is normally left blank, in which case the 

concentrated support reaction at each joint is printed instead. The second 

output option, in column 55, is exercised by entering a 1 if the user desires 

that the computed value of principal moment in the slab be converted to an 

equivalent value of stress. The computed value of stress is correct only for 

slab areas of uniform thickness with no discontinuities. If this stress op

tion is exercised, an appropriate value of slab thickness must then be input 

in Table 2. The principal moment is converted to a stress having the same 

sign by multiplication of the moment by the plate section modulus, which is 

internally computed from the Table 2 input value of thickness. Axial forces 

or thrusts if present are not included as part of the stress calculation. 

To facilitate and speed up the interpretation of results, the program has 

the capability of providing, in addition to tabulated results, a graphical 

presentation or plots of responses such as deflections, moments, or stresses 

of critical specified stations or areas of the problem. The stations for which the 

plot is desired are specified in Table 8. The type of plotted output is con

trolled by the third option, in column 60. If the column is left blank or 

zero, a printer plot is obtained along with tabulated output designated by 

Table 8. If 1 is entered, no tabulated output is printed for the areas 

specified in Table 8, but the plots of those areas are on microfilm, assuming 

the microfilm is available on the particular computer system. If 2 is entered, 

then a printer and microfilm plots are obtained. If the option is set 

equal to 3, only a line plot on paper is obtained for the Table 8 areas 



and no tabulation is printed. The fourth option, in column 65, is exercised 

by entering a 1 to create a pseudo-three-dimensional plotted display of all 

the C01llputl'd deflections DC tile l'lltire slab or grid. This is illustrated in 

Appendix C, where a three-dimensional plot is shown for the example problem 

studied. 

Table 2 is used to specify the constants for the problem and contains 

only one card. These constants are the number of increments in the x and 

7 

y directions, the increment lengths in both directions and Poisson's ratio. 

For efficient solution of the program, it is recommended that the user orients 

the problem analyzed so that the number of increments in the y-direction is 

equal to or greater than the number of x-increments. Table 2 must be kept 

for offspring problems since the constants must be the same as in the parent 

problem. The thickness of a slab or plate can also be entered in Table 2. 

The thickness must be entered if the stress option in Table 1 is exercised. 

The thickness is appropriate only for slabs of a constant thickness. At a 

specified discontinuity in the slab, such as a crack or joint which might be 

modeled by means of a reduced bending stiffness (Ref 18), the output value of 

stress at that location may be misleading. A better estimate of stress at a 

discontinuity may be obtained by inspecting the variation in computed stress 

at several stations adjacent to the discontinuity. 

Table 3 is for joint stiffness and load data. The number of cards 

present in this table is as specified in Table 1. Card counts should be care

fully checked. It is recommended that a listing of the data cards be checked 

by the user prior to submission of the program for a run. 

The technique required to distribute the stiffness over the slab area is 

covered in detail in Appendix A. The load input in this table is usually the 

dead load of the slab, but live loads can be coded here. If the analysis con

sists of mUltiple problems for which only the live load is changing, the load 

is coded in Table 7. The spring values represent the subgrade support. 

In the analysis of composite slabs, such as a highway bridge consisting 

of a concrete deck resting on a system of longitudinal beams (Ref 17), beam 

bending stiffness is needed in the analysis. However, in most pavement slab 

analysis beam bending stiffness is not required. 

Table 4 is for input of rotational restrains and applied moments, which 

are input as concentrated effects in either the x or .Y direction. For most 

pavement problems this table is not used. 
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is for input of the twisting stiffness associated with the slab 

or plate. Since this represents stiffness between joints it is not input in 

the same table as the bending stiffness constants. Normally this table con

tains only one card. 

provides for the input of axial forces or thrusts in either the 

slab or the supporting grid-beam network. All the axial loads are concentrated 

values, and therefore any distributed axial thrusts in slabs must be concen

trated over the appropriate increment width. ~vhile it is worth noting that 

the effect of slab or beam axial thrusts is the same within the program, a 

provision for inputting them separately is made so that they are easier to 

visualize and also to allo\-1 the independent solution of either grid-beam as-

semb or slabs (Ref 17). 

is used for convenience only for input of loads which change 

position or magnitude for two or more problems on the same structure. Loads 

in Table 7 could have been input in Table 3 also, and the data field for the 

load values is the same for both tables. For offspring problems, i.e., when 

the multiple load option is -I, the loads must be input in Table 7, and loads 

or stiffnesses input in Table 3 are retained. For normal problems or parent 

problems, i.e., when the multiple load option is 0 or +1, loads can be input 

in either table. 

is used to define the lines or areas of selected tabulated and 

plotted output for deflection, bending moments in the x and y directions, 

and either the maximum principal moment or stress, depending on the stress 

option in Table 1. This allows for concise printout for a specific location, 

such as near wheel loads and support points. The number of cards is specified 

in Table 1 and can include 10 cards. Each card can include 300 points; for 

instance, coordinates from 11,11 through 20,40 or from 0,0 through 11,24 could 

be ied. If a larger area is required, another card covering the adjacent 

area can be added. 

The major advantage of Table 8 is that a crude printer plot display can 

be obtained for each area specified if the option in Table 1 is 0 or 2. This 

is illustrated in Fig 3, in which a deflection profile along section A-A in 

the pavement slab is shown. Similar useful plots can be obtained for stresses 

or moments along a line or over a local area to be studied. Table 8 can be 

omitted, since all selected output values appear in the complete printout 
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of results, but caution should be used; if all or part of the complete print

out of results is suppressed in Table 9, as discussed below, a significant 

amount of computer time will be used but no results will be printed out. 

Bence, the user should be careful in selecting the plotted output and areas 

desired. The type of printer or line plotted output depends on the plot con

trol option in Table 1, as discussed above. 

Table 9 allows the user to select the sections of the complete output to 

be printed. This is sometimes desirable for a problem series in which local 

areas of the structure are under study for various positions of loads, supports, 

discontinuities, etc. Table 9 is omitted if a zero is input in column 40 of 

the second card of Table 1. In this case, i.e., if Table 9 is omitted, the 

complete output is printed. A partial output is printed when the sections 

to be printed are specified within the y stations or bounds designated on 

the Table 9 cards. Up to 10 different y bounded sections can be printed. 

The sections may overlap; the doubly defined areas are printed only once. 

Caution is again advised, to assure that output which might be of interest is 

not suppressed. The areas of interest should be included between the speci

fied y stations that define the bound to be printed. 

General Data Input Comments 

It is wise to obtain a listing of the data input for verification of 

correctness prior to program submission, especially for large and time-consuming 

problems with complex data input. 

All data in Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 are algebraically accumulated for 

storage as needed and, therefore, values may be added or subtracted regard

less of other values input or held from previous problems. 

For offspring problems, only Tables 1 and 7 are required, but Tables 8 

and 9 may be specified if different output areas are desired. When solving 

an offspring problem, the user must hold Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, adding 

no cards to them. The multiple-loading solution technique (Ref 17) offers a 

considerable computer time advantage for a problem series in which only the 

load magnitude and position change. If the user adds any data to that in 

Tables 3 through 6, the problem must be considered another parent or inde

pendent problem. 
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Data Errors 

All data are checked internally by the program for compatibility with the 

geometry of the specified slab and consistency of coordinate input. If errors 

are found they are counted in each table and the problem is terminated with a 

message showing the number of data errors. Typical errors are (1) misusing 

the multiple-load option, e.g., inputting a -1 to follow a 0 in the preceding 

problem, in which case information that is required in the offspring problem 

will not be stored from the preceding problem: if an offspring problem to 

follow, the multiple load option in the parent problem should be +1; (2) having 

the number of increments in the x-direction exceed those in the y-direction, 

which would give an inefficient and time-consuming computer solutions; (3) spec

ifying a negative or zero increment length; (4) inputting a negative Poisson's 

rc::tio or thickness; (5) making the "through" x or y coordinate in a data 

specification numerically less than the "from" coordinate (see Appendix A); 

(6) specifying data outside the geometric limits of the slab; (7) specifying 

a zero x or y coordinate for a twisting stiffness; (8) using a zero x 

coordinate for x-bar axial force or a zero y coordinate for y-bar force; 

(9) specifying a number of increments greater than the dimensioned storage 

with which the program can operate; and (10) misusing the selected output 

option. 

Computation and Selection of Input Parameters 

The following problems have been prepared: 

Problem 101, without concrete shoulders and a slab thickness 
of 8 inches; 

Problem 201, with concrete shoulders and a slab thickness 
of 8 inches; 

Problem 301, without concrete shoulders and a slab thickness 
of 7 inches; and 

Problem 401, with concrete shoulders and a slab thickness of 
7f inches. 

The necessary input parameters are developed for these problems. 

Slab Plan Dimensions. In the application of the discrete-element method 

to the rigid pavement problems, the user must determine the appropriate plan 

dimensions of the slab. For the problems analyzed herein, the continuously 

reinforced concrete pavement is 24 feet wide. Since in this pavement type no 
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expansion or contraction joints are provided, as much length from the slab as 

possible should be considered to simulate the continuity effect. Experience 

in the field and with the SIAB computer programs (Ref 18) shows that for an 

lS,OOO-pound axle load, a length extending 15 to 20 feet on each side of the 

loaded area with free edges, i.e., no boundary restraints, is adequate. In the 

problems studied in this report, a total length of 40 feet is used. Figure 4 

shows the pavement without shoulders (Problems 101 and 301), and Fig 5 shows 

the pavement with a 10-foot wide shoulder(Problems 201 and 401). 

Increment Lengths. The slab to be analyzed is divided into a selected 

number of equal increments in both the x and y-directions. To get an ef

ficient solution, if the problem is rectangular the y-dimension should be the 

longer dimension, i.e., the number of increments in the x-direction should not 

be more than the number of increments in the y-direction. The increments in 

anyone direction must all be of the same size. The greater the number of 

increments, the more computer time is needed. It was shown in Ref 2 that usable 

increment lengths for pavements are 12, 18, and 24 inches. A smaller incre

ment length, i.e., 6 inches, can be used but is not really necessary. Therefore, 

for the problem presented here, a l2-inch increment length was selected for 

both the x and y-directions. As mentioned before, Problems 101 and 301 are 

24 by 40 feet in size, and hence the number of increments in the x and y 

directions is 24 and 40 respectively. Because of the 10-foot shoulder in 

Problems 201 and 401, the number of x-increment is 34, but the number of 

y-increments is again 40. 

computation of Slab Bending Stiffness D and 
x 

ness of the slab is computed by the formula 

D 
Et

3 
= 

12 (l-i) 

where 

D the bending stiffness per unit width, 

E = the modulus of elasticity, psi; 

'J = Poisson's ratio; and 

t = slab thickness, inches. 

D 
Y 

The bending stiff-

(2.1) 

lb-in 
2 

in 
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Longitudinal Joints and Transverse Cracks. The bending resistance of 

structural members is considerably influenced by the presence of discontinuities, 

such as joints and cracks. These discontinuities can be effectively modeled 

by a reduction in the bending stiffness(Ref 18). 

In this study, the longitudinal joints are considered as cracked sections. 

A 0.5 percent reinforcement is assumed to be present in the pavement, as \vell 

as in the concrete shoulders. Hence, the amount of stiffness reduction ap

plied at the transverse cracks and longitudinal joints was 90 percent (Ref 18) 

of the original stiffness value. 

It should be noted that since the longitudinal joints are running in the 

y-direction (Figs 4 and 5), the x-direction stiffness D 
x 

is reduced at the 

appropriate stations (Appendix B). Transverse volume-change cracks which 

occur randomly in continuously reinforced concrete pavement are simulated by 

a -eduction of the y-direction stiffness D 
Y 

at each crack location. A 

reasonable and desirable crack spacing is 8 feet, which is used in the prob-

1ems herein. In a given problem the actual crack spacing can be simulated. 

The computed values of stiffness to be reduced for the joint and crack simu

lation are shown in Table 1. 

Foundation Support. The modulus of subgrade reaction used in this study 

is for a real example problem, in which a modulus value of 100 psi/in is taken 

to simulate a medium strength subgrade. The foundation support springs which 

are needed as input data are computed by the equation 

where 

S = h 
x 

h • k 
Y 

h = x-direction x 

h = y-direction 
y 

k = the modulus 

(2.2) 

increment length, inches; 

increment length, inches; and 

of subgrade reaction, psi/in. 

Using Eq 2.2 and the increment lengths chosen, the support spring S is com

puted as shown in Table 1. 

Torsional Stiffness. The torsional stiffness or twisting stiffness is 

the last parameter necessary to code the problem. The twisting stiffness per 

unit width C is calculated by the equation 



TABLE 1. SLAB INPUT CQ}1PUTA TIONS 

Thickness, t Bending Stiffness D 
1b- Support Spring S Twisting , 

in. 
, 

1b/in Stiffness C • 
Problem 

D 1b-in2 
Number in. D D/4 0.9 '2 S S/4 in/rad 

101 8 1.778 X 10
8 

4.445 X 107 8.000 X 107 14,400 3600 1.422 108 

201 8 1.778 X 108 
4.445 X 107 8.000 X 107 14,400 3600 1.422 X 108 

301 7 1.191 X 108 2.978 X 107 5.360 X 107 14,400 3600 9.528 x 107 

401 7 1.191 X 108 2.978 X 107 5.360 X 107 14,400 3600 9.528 X 107 

for all problems; 

modulus of elasticity E 4.0 X 106 psi 

Poisson's ratio \) = 0.20 
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C = 12 (1+\!) (2.3 ) 

where all variables are as defined previously. 

Using Eq 2.3 the computed values of the torsional stiffnesses for the 

selected problems are shown in Table 1. 

These foregoing computations provide all the information required to fill 

the coding forms for Problems 101, 201, 301, and 401. The next step is a 

step-by-step coding of these problems as presented in tabulated form. 

Coding of Problems 

Due to the change in the stiffness and or geometric properties of the 

problems used herein, each of the problems was run independently. The data 

deck for each of the four solutions is coded in detail. All of the coded data 

are presented in Appendix B. As an illustration, the coding of Problem 101 

is presented in the text. Tne cards which are coded for Problem 101 are shown 

in Table 2. The numbers to the left of column 1 on the code sheet are identi-

fication numbers to use in relating the coded cards and the written text. 

Cards 1 and 2 are identification cards which simply identify the run 

which was made for this analysis: 

2 

This information could have appeared anywhere on these two cards. It was 

spaced as it is for appearance. 

The third card identifies the problem: 

Columns 3, 4, and 5 contain the problem number, 101. Columns 11 through 80 

are provided for a description of the problem, and any desirable information 

can be entered. 

Table 1. The fourth and fifth cards in the data deck constitute Table 1, 

the control data. Each problem has two cards for the control Data: 
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Since this is a parent problem, columns 1 to 40 of card 4 are left blank, and 

+1 is entered in column 50. Columns 1 to 40 of card 5 are usually coded while 

the rest of the problem is coded. A 1 is coded in column 55 of card 5 to ob

tain principal stresses instead of principal moments; this requires that a 

thickness is to be entered in Table 2. Column 60 of the same card has a zero 

in it since printer plots are desired of the areas specified in Table 9 and 

there is a 1 in column 65 to obtain a three-dimensional plot of deflections of 

the entire slab or grid (Appendix C). 

Table 2. Card 6 is Table 2 or the constants required for the problem: 

I I 

In card 6, columns 4 and 5 contain the number of increments in the x-direction, 

24, and columns 9 and 10 contain the number of increments in the y-direction, 

40. Columns 22 through 30 contain the increment length in the x-direction, 

1.200E+OI. Increment length in the y-direction, also 1.200E+Ol, is coded in 

columns 32 through 40. Poisson's ratio, 2.000E-Ol, is coded in columns 42 

through 50. Since the printout of principal stress is desired for this prob

lem the thickness of the slab, 8.000E+00, is coded in columns 52 through 60. 

Only one card is coded for Table 2; therefore, in column 5 of card 5 (Table 1), 

a 1 is coded as the number of cards in Table 2. 

Table 3. Joint stiffness and load data are contained in Table 3. Accord

ing to the guide for data input the stiffness and load data are distributed over 
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the selected area by coding the "from" and "through" coordinates and the appro

priate stiffness and load data as shown in cards 7 through 20 for problem 10l. 

In preparing the data for a SLAB solution it is necessary to input for 

distributed values of stiffness and/or subgrade support half-values at mesh 

points on the edge of the slab and quarter values at the corners since each 

mesh point represents the area witllin one-half increment length on all four 

sides. Because of these characteristics, tlle stiffness data are usually coded, 

i.e., distributed, in quarter-values. For problem 101 

D/4 = D /4 = D /4 4.445E+07 
x y 

as shown in the coding. Also coded with the stiffness is the subgrade sup

port, which is distributed in quarter-values of 3.600E+03 for this problem. 

The best analysis available was used to simulate the longitudinal joint 

and transverse cracks in CRCP. The longitudinal joint was simulated by re

ducing the original stiffness, i.e., coding a negative stiffness at those 

stations which geometrically simulate the longitudinal joint. It has been 

found that discontinuities in CRCP can be modeled in the discrete-element SIAB 

analysis by a percent reduction in the appropriate bending stiffness, depending 

on the percentage reinforcement (Ref 18). A 90 percent reduction is applied 

l1ere, which corresponds to a percentage reinforcement of about 0.5 percent. 

Coding the stiffness reduc tion requires two cards for each crack or joint 

because of the half-values of stiffness along the edges. Cards 11 and 12 are 

for the longitudinal joint for which the x-direction bending stiffness 

is reduced by 90 percent: 

-D (joint) 
x 

-D (joint) 
x 

(0.900) (¥) ( 
8\ 

0.900 (1.7~8)10 ) 

(8.000)(10
7

) (see Table 1) 

D 
x 

(2.4) 

Similarly, for a selected transverse crack spacing the y-direction stiff

ness is also reduced by 90 percent. Cards 13 through 20 input the negative 

stiffness D to simulate an 8-foot crack spacing. The last step in the 
y 

coding of Table 3 is to count the number of cards and record it in columns 9 

and 10 of card 5, in Table 1. 
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Table 4. Table 4 is an additional table for coding stiffness and load 

data. For this problem there were no cards in this table, and therefore a 

zero is entered in column 15 of card 5, in Table 1. 

Table~. Twisting stiffness data are coded in Table 5. The twisting 

stiffness is coded with relation to the mesh, which is made up by four joints 

(see Appendix A). The mesh is numbered according to the joint number at the 

upper right corner. For this problem card 21 reflects the twisting stiffness, 

1.422E+08 (Table 2): 
I 

I I , I • I I I , 

21 
I 
ill 

! I I ,: : I I I I I : I 
! e~ 410 1.·~2 ~;Eta€ 

I 
i I 

I 'I , 

1 i , i 
, , , , I , , 

The number of cards in Table 5 is recorded on card 5, column 20, in Table 1. 

Table 6. Bar axial thrusts are coded in Table 6. This table is not 

used for this problem since no axial loads are involved; therefore, a zero is 

entered in column 25 of card 5, in Table 1. 

Table 7. Table 7 contains what is referred to as multiple-load data. The 

loads used in this problem are coded in this table, but they could have been 

coded in Table 3 instead. It is desirable to use Table 7 if there is a possi

bility of solving a successive problem where only the load position, configura

tion, or magnitude changes. Cards 22 and 23 contain the two loads used: 

I I I I; I! I I I 'I' I Ii:, I I 

The negative sign is used because the sign convention regards "up" as positive. 

These two cards complete Table 7 and a 2 is entered in column 30 of card 5 in 

Table 1. 

Table 8. The cards which indicate the areas of the slab for which 

special output is requested are in Table 8. For this problem graphical output 

was obtained for deflection, x-direction moment, y-direction moment, and 

principal stress. These parameters are plotted along lines through each 

of the two loads in each of the orthogonal x and y-coordinate directions. 

Cards 24, 25, and 26 contain the stations for which the graphs are desired 

and the coding for the desired plots: 
'i 

24 
zS-

26 
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A 3 is entered in column 35 of card 5 in Table 1, as the number of cards in 

Table 8. 

Table 9. This table is omitted, i.e., a zero is coded in column 40 of 

card 5, in Table 1, since a complete output is desired in this case. 
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The problem is completed by checking to make sure that the number of 

cards in each table is properly recorded in Table 1. Also, as mentioned pre

viously, in column 60 of the control data a zero is entered to signify the 

plot option which is desired. By coding a zero, printer plots are obtained. 

Coding for Problem 201 

The following is an explanation of the detailed coding of problem 201. 

The entire coded problem 201 is shown as Table 3. Not all cards in Table 3 

are discussed in the text, as >vas true for problem 101. The cards are num

bered in Table 3 and should be referred to there. The first tvlO cards identify 

the run, and the third card identifies the problem. 

Table 1. Cards 4 and 5 are the control data table and are coded as the 

balance of the problem is completed. 

Table 2. The constants for the problem are on the sixth card and in

clude the number of increments in each direction, the increment lengths in 

these directions, Poisson's ratio, and slab thickness. There is only one 

card in this table; therefore a 1 is coded in column 5 of card 5 in Table 1. 

Table 3. Cards numbered 7 through 22 are included in this stiffness and 

load data table. Cards 7 through 10 distribute the slab stiffness and sup

port over the slab area using the technique described in conjunction with the 

coding of problem 101. This problem has two longitudinal joints and they are 

simulated by 90 percent reductions in the x-direction bending stiffness, on 

cards 11 through 14. Again, the technique used is as described previously 

with problem 101. 

The pattern of transverse volume change cracks in the slab is the same in 

this problem as in problem 101. The cracks are coded to cross the pavement 

shoulder. Cards 15 through 22 represent these cracks by 90 percent reductions 

in the y-direction bending stiffness. The technique for the crack simulation 

coding is again as described in problem 101. 

The total number of cards in t11is table is 16, which is reflected in 

columns 9 and 10 of card 5, in Table 1. 
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Table 4. Table 4 is an additional table for coding stiffness and load 

data. For this problem there were no cards in this table; therefore, a zero 

is entered in column 15 of Table 1. 

Table 5. The twisting stiffness for this problem is coded on one card, 

number 23. The technique for coding the twisting stiffness was described in 

the coding of problem 101. 

Table 6. Bar axial thrust data is coded in Table 6. For this problem, 

as in most pavement applications, this table is not used, and a zero is en

tered in column 25 of card 5, of the control data. 

Table 7. The loads, 9,000 pounds each, are coded on cards 24 and 25. 

The negative sign is used because the sign convention used regards "up" as 

positive. A 2 is entered in column 30 of card 5, in Table 1, as the number 

of cards added for Table 7. 

Table 8. For this problem selected output including x and y-direction 

moments, deflection, and principal stresses is specified for three areas. 

These areas are defined by lines through each load in each direction, on 

cards 26 through 28. A 3 is entered in column 35 of card 5, in Table 1. 

Table 9. In this problem, Table 9 is suppressed, i.e., a zero is entered 

in column 40 of card 5, in Table 1; hence a complete output of the problem is 

obtained. 

After the coding is completed, each table is checked to insure that the 

proper number of cards is listed in the control data. Also, in column 60 

of card 5, in control data, a 2 is coded to signify the desired graphical 

output option. The 2 indicates that printer-plots and microfilm plots will 

be made. 



CHAPTER 3. INTERPRETATION AND ANALYSIS OF PROGRAH OUTPUT 

General Description 

The input data coded for any problem are automatically reprinted as the 

first part of the computer output, exactly as utilized by the computer. This 

is always headed by a line which includes the program title, specific revision, 

and latest program revision date. Immediately below are the two alphanumeric 

information data header cards, followed by the problem number and description. 

Run dates and descriptive alphanumeric information for the problem series 

header cards and problem number cards are used to avoid confusion and mixups 

among a large number of problems run simultaneously. 

Data for each input table, including those retained from previous prob

lems, are echo printed with explanatory headings exactly as they were used. 

It is good practice for the user to recheck all data for possible errors prior 

to interpreting the computed results. 

Tabulated Results. The computed results from the solution are printed in 

y-station groups (Appendix C) in reverse order because of the computation 

arrangement set up in the program. The output is arranged to give the 

x and y-joint coordinates, the transverse deflection at each joint (upward 

deflections are positive), the slab and beam bending moments, the slab twist

ing moment, the principal slab moment or stress and its direction, and either 

the concentrated value of support reaction or the statics check. Output 

values of bending and twisting moments are given on a per unit width basis. 

Bending moments and stress are positive for compression in the top of the 

beams or slab. The x-bending moments act in the x-direction and the y-bending 

moments in the y-direction. 

In the analysis of composite slabs, such as a highway bridge consisting 

of a concrete deck resting on a system of longitudinal beams (Ref 17), beam 

bending stiffness is needed. In most pavement slab analysis, however, beam 

bending stiffness is not required. The output for the slabs is automatically 

given in a reduced form if the input data did not include any beam stiffnesses 

(Appendix C). The reverse is true if no slab stiffness data were input. The 
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output is arranged so that the x and y beam moments are printed directly 

below each value of slab moment when both slab and beam data are present. 

Twisting Moments. The per unit width x-Dvisting moments are tabulated 

and are exactly equal to the y-bvisting moments with opposite signs. The 

x-bvisting moments act in the x-direction and rotate around the y-axis. Even 

though the input values of bvisting stiffnesses were specified for each mesh, 

the output values of bvisting moment are the average of four adjacent 

mesh areas and are given at the stations. The user is cautioned that the 

output values of bvisting moment along the edges or other discontinuities of a 

slab or plate reflect the average and may be one-quarter, or one-half, since 

the bvisting moments correspond to the bvisting stiffness present along the 

edges. The output values of largest principal moment or stress at edges are 

also affected by this averaging. 

Principal Moments or Stresses. A Mohr's circle analysis is made at each 

joint, using the orthogonal slab bending moments and bvisting moments to yield 

the larger numeric value (positive or negative) of principal moment per unit 

width and the angle from the x-axis of the coordinate system to the acting 

direction of this larger value. Counterclockwise angles are positive. The 

principal moment values are converted to the larger numerical value of princi

pal stress if the stress option is specified in Table I and a thickness is 

provided in Table 2. A positive stress indicates tension in the bottom of the 

slab, which follows the same sign convention as the bending moments. The stress 

option is properly used only for slabs or plates of constant thickness. A 

direct conversion can be made for principal stress from the principal moment 

for plates of variable stiffness and thickness. The output value of stress 

does not include any in-plane forces that may be present. The user must also 

consider axial forces (tension or compression) input in Table 6 when inter

preting stress results. This can be done by computing the x and y stresses 

from the corresponding x and y bending moments and superimposing on these 

stresses the effect of inplane stress due to the axial force. A }lohr circle 

analysis would then be needed if the maximum principal stress is desired. It 

is worth noting that the effect of axial force is already included in the 

overall stiffness matrix of the structure. 

Reactions. The last column of output lists the support reactions at each 

station if the statics check option in Table I is blank. The support reaction 
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is the concentrated value of resistance to.displacement offered by any sup

port springs that are present. A subgrade modulus spring will reflect the 

concentrated value of pressure under the slab. If the spring is specified 

with a large value to represent a rigid support, the value printed is the 

rigid support reaction. 

A statics check is printed instead of support reaction if the Column 50 

statics check option in Table 1 is exercised. This statics check is the sum

mation of all the computed shears, twisting moment forces, restraint and ap

plied moment forces, subgrade reaction, and applied external load at each 

joint. The value printed represents the amount of error at that joint which 

is inherent in the computer solution. This option has no practical applica

tion, but if it is suspected that there are computer inaccuracies which are 

being generated by roundoff, truncation, or errors, this option will help to 

determine their magnitude. 

As a check on the back-substitution process in the computer solution, and 

as a check on the total load input to the grid-slab structure, a final result 

is printed at the end of the detailed output. This is the algebraic Sum of 

all the reaction values and should be equal to the sum of all the applied 

loads. This check should always be inspected by the user to verify that the 

desired load system was specified and that the problem was properly solved. 

Another value, the maximum statics check error, together with the station at 

which it occured is printed following this value. This value is always 

printed, whether the statics check option in Table 1 is exercised or not, 

and can act as an immediate flag to the user if some error has occurred in 

the computer. The error would normally be expected to be less than about 

10 orders of magnitude smaller than the largest load applied. 

Profile Output. After the detailed output, areas of selected profile 

output designated by Table 8 are printed. No tabulated values will be printed 

if the plot option in column 60 of Card 5, in Table 1, was 1 or 3. Profile 

tabulations are obtained if the option was 0 or 2. These tabulations are 

printed in consecutive groups associated with the largest number of increments 

designated in the Table 8 rectangular area. For instance, if the area desired 

is from 10,16 to 12,20 then there would be three station x-groups, each with 

five values. If the area is square, the groups would be for consecutive y 

values. If the area is square, the groups would be for consecutive y values, 

which is the same arrangement as the normal output discussed previously. 
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Adjacent to the coordinates is the numerical value of the deflection, moment, 

or stress. Printed to the right of the output values is a series of asterisks 

whose placement relative to one another is based on the numerical values. 

Thus, a crude plot of the output values is obtained. The user is cautioned 

not to misinterpret apparent changes in plot curvature which might be due to 

very slight numerical changes" 

The printer plots have been found to be especially valuable because the 

user obtains them with the rest of his printed output; time is not spent un

necessarily waiting for line plotter output or in hand plotting. The printer 

plots are also useful in understanding slab behavior for areas adjacent to 

concentrated wheel loads and supports. Deflection areas are printed and plot

ted adjacent to each other with a set of common coordinates if both x and 

y-moments desired were in the same area. The final selected profile output is 

for the principal moments or stresses, again depending on the Table I option. 

It is worth noting that along slab lines, the direction of principal moment or 

stress at each station might be varying. The plots are valuable, however, in 

pointing out maximum values which might be overlooked when inspecting a mass 

of numbers in the normal detailed output. 

Other plot options such as microfilm, paper, or three-dimensional plots 

can be made if the appropriate plotter routines and hardware are available on 

the computer in use. The subroutines which generate the three dimensional 

plots have been written using standard routines available for Calcomp plot 

systems. Each plot is arranged to fit within a 7-inch by la-inch paper area. 

The final printed output is the computer time used for the problem and 

the total accumulated time for the problem series. The user should record run 

times for parent and offspring problems for each problem size run on his com

puter system to estimate run times required for future problems. For small 

problems, the offspring times will be from 20 to 50 percent of the parent 

problem times. Fortunately, the offspring problem time decreases to a very 

small proportion of the parent problem time as the problem size becomes large" 

A time as low as 4 percent is possible. 

Analysis of the Output 

Figure 6 shows the layout of the problem without concrete shoulders. The 

nine input tables and printed output for problem 101 are included in Appendix C. 
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By scanning the output, the user can determine the magnitudes of the 

maximum deflection and the maximum principal moment or stress, as well as 

their locations. Hare easily, he can determine these maximums from the 

selected output specified in Table 8 of the input data. TI1is is illustrated 

in example Problem 101, where the selected output consists of deflections and 

moments across the two concentrated loads (Fig 6) in the transverse and longi

tudinal directions (Appendix C). The user usually has some idea of where the 

maximums will occur and thereby specifies the selected output to include these 

areas. 

Problems 201, 301, and 401 were also solved. Though the entire printed 

output is not included herein, in the following sections are an analysis and 

comparison of the results with Problem 101. 

Analysis of Deflections. For the continuously reinforced pavement examples 

without shoulders, the l8-kip axle was placed 1 foot from the edge of the slab. 

This same loading position was also used with shoulders. Figure 7 shows the 

deflection profile across the slab under this l8-kip axle loads. Also shown 

in this figure is a profile of deflection of the slab when the pavement in

cludes a continuously reinforced concrete shoulder of the same thickness as 

the pavement. There is a significant difference in deflection profile as well 

as the maximum deflection value. Even though the outermost load of the l8-kip 

axle is 1 foot from the edge of the pavement, which is a very critical loading 

condition, the maximum deflection is about twice that of the pavement with 

shoulders. The maximum deflection for the pavement without shoulders is 

0.0239 inch, and the maximum deflection for the pavement with shoulders is 

0.0114 inch. These two maximums do not occur on the same geometric location. 

For the pavement without shoulders, the maximum deflection is at the edge as 

expected. The maximum deflection of the pavement with shoulders is underneath 

one of the loads. 

Similarly, the 7-inch pavement is analyzed in terms of deflection. 

Figure 8 shows the deflection profiles across the center of the slab for the 

7-inch continuously reinforced pavement with and without concrete shoulders. 

The maximum deflection of the pavement without shoulders was 0.0276 inch at 

the edgeo The maximum deflection of the 7-inch pavement with shoulders was 

0.0134 inch under one of the two loads, 23 feet from the centerline (Fig 8). 
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The deflections of the 7-inch pavement and the 8-inch pavement without 

shoulders differ about 0.004 inch, whereas the difference in deflection of 

the 7 and 8-inch pavements \vith concrete shoulders is only 0.002 inch. This 

implies that the effect of the increase in pavement thickness decreases if 

concrete shoulders are provided. The percentage change, however, is about 

the same. 

This analysis shows the critical conditions in terms of deflections. The 

deflections which are predicted for the pavement without shoulders are reason

able and experience has shown that deflections of this order of magnitude are 

realistic for pavements with subgrade k-values of about 100 psi/in (Refs 6, 9, 

and 10). 

Analysis of Stresses. The SLAB computer program computes the bending 

mnments and subsequently the stresses at each coordinate in the slab geometry. 

The selected output of principal stresses is used to compare the pavements. 

Figure 9 shows a comparison of the 8-inch continuously reinforced pave

ment with and without concrete shoulders. The data plotted are the maximum 

principal stress along a line across the slab, through the two loads. The 

peaks in the curves represent the load positions. The maximum stress pre

dicted for the pavement without shoulders was 329 psi. The maximum stress for 

the pavement with concrete shoulders was 244 psi. The maximum stress in the 

pavement without shoulders is about 35 percent greater than in the pavement 

with concrete shoulders. These maximums are located under the load nearest 

to the pavement edge. 

Similarly, the computer output yields the stresses in the 7-inch pavement. 

Figure 10 shows a profile of predicted stresses in the pavement along a line 

through the l8-kip axle load. For the 7-inch pavement with shoulders, the 

maximum predicted stress is 305 psi. For the pavement without shoulders, the 

maximum predicted stress is 406 psi, which is about 33 percent greater than 

the pavement with concrete shoulders. 

The foregoing is a brief analysis of the maximum stress and deflection, 

which is important to pavement designers. The analysis method provides much 

more analysis results than are usually available to the practicing engineer. 

If desired, the deflection and stress values could be plotted at all coordinates 

on the slab and contours of the deflections and stress could be plotted for a 

given load conditiono This would probably be important in analyzing special 

conditions such as the analysis of the complex bridge approach slab or a 
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hydraulic inlet, but for a section of pavement this may not be necessary. 

Thcrc[ore, for this analysis, the contours are not plotted for either the 

deIlections or the maximum principal stress. 
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CHAPTER 4. STRESS ANALYSIS OF PAVEMENT WITH CONCRETE SHOULDERS 

Current rigid pavement design procedures which have been used to develop 

rigid pavement design standards used in recent years by the Texas Highway 

Department are for a static load case. These design standards are based on 

Westergaard's analysis of plain slabs. Recent revisions in a valuable design 

procedures have made available an empirical technique for selecting pavement 

thickness. This load design is based on the extended AASHO Interim Guide 

rigid pavement design equation as modified by Hudson and McCullough (Ref 11) 

and as evaluated by Treybig (Ref 12). It has since been used to select pave

ment thicknesses for different performance periods for continuously reinforced 

concrete pavement. 

A basic relationship from the AASHO Road Test which related the number of 

applications of a given level of stress in a pavement of a given concrete 

flexural strength can be utilized to predict the number of load applications 

(Ref 19). If the stress in the pavement, strength of the concrete, and the 

terminal serviceability index are known, the number of stress applications or 

pavement life can be computed. For a terminal serviceability index of 2.5 the 

relation of stress, concrete strength, and load repetitions is as follows: 

where 

log W 

W 

S 
c 

CY 

:;:: 

= 

= 

= (s \ 
5.789 + 3.42 log ~)I 

\0 

the number of applications of the stress CY , 

the 28-day flexural strength of the concrete, and 

(4.1) 

the predicted stress in the concrete due to external loading. 

Currently, the Texas Highway Department standard specifications include 

a 7-day concrete strength minimum of 575 psi (Ref 13), center point loading 

on a 6-inch by 6-inch by 24-inch concrete beam. To change this 7-day strength 

to 28-day strength (Ref 14): 
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S 
c(28 day) 1.23 Sc(7 day) 

Sc(28) = 1.23 X 575 707 psi 

The next step is to change this strength from center-point to third-point 

loading to correspond to Road Test data: 

Sc(28-day, 3rd point) = 0.90 S (28 d . ) c - ay, center pOLnt 

Sc(28-day, 3rd point) = 0.90 X 707 = 636 psi 

Fnr further computations a round value of 640 psi is used. 
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(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Use of Eq 4.1 is made to calculate the number of stress applications or 

pavement life for the four problems analyzed. As shown in Table 4 the effect 

of the shoulders on pavement life is quite significant. For both pavement 

thicknesses studied, the number of stress applications with concrete shoulders 

is almost three times that without shoulders. This is due partly, to the 

continuity provided by the shoulders, which reduces the effect of an edge 

loading. Besides increasing the number of load applications, concrete shoulders 

provide a better performance and lower maintenance cost. 

The true lateral distribution of wheel loads with respect to the pavement 

edge has been idealized in this analysis by placing the dual wheel 1 foot from 

the pavement edge. A more extensive analysis would include slab solutions for 

various load positions and the distribution of wheel loads with respect to 

load position would be applied. However, this was not done here because it 

is beyond the scope of this report. 
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TABU;: 4. IAfiULATED VALUES OF PAVEl-lENT UFE 
(from Eq 4.1) 

Thickness, o , 
in. Shoulder psi log W W 

asphalt 329 6.788 6.0 X 106 

8 
106 

concrete 244 7.222 16.7 x 

asphalt 406 6.463 2.9 X 106 

7 
106 concrete 305 6.891 7.8 x 



CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY 

The discrete-element slab analysis, provides a unique method of analyzing 

both complex and common pavement design problems. The application made herein 

illustrates the application of this new and valuable analysis tool to a problem 

which cannot otherwise be easily analyzed by highway engineers. All the 

necessary computations, decisions, and data evaluation procedures involved in 

using this SLAB method for this problem have been covered in very close detail, 

including filling-out the coding forms for the problems involved in the com

parative analysis. 

For the concrete shoulders example and the design conditions assumed 

herein, the 7-inch continuously reinforced concrete pavement with a continuously 

reinforced concrete shoulder of the same thickness should have a service life 

equal to or greater than an 8-inch continuously reinforced concrete pavement 

on the same foundation without concrete shoulders. Therefore, when continuously 

reinforced concrete shoulders are considered, if the economics of the improved 

performance and reduced maintenance of the concrete shoulder along with the 

saving of one inch of concrete in the slab thickness, can justify it, the 

construction of the Portland Cement Concrete shoulder would be a good invest

ment for the Highway Department. 

The primary purpose of this report is not solely to discuss the merits of 

concrete shoulders. It is more directly to illustrate in a practical way the 

use and application of the SLAB programs to problems of design and analysis 

facing practicing engineers. The coding methods illustrated and the data 

evaluation techniques used are equally applicable to a wide variety of other 

problems. 
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GUIDE FOR DATA INPUT 



SLAB 49 GUIDE FOR DATA INPUT - CARD FORMS (after Ref 17) 

IDE~!IFlCATION OF RUN (2 cards per run) Page 1 of 9 

Enter descriptive alphanumeric information - - date of run, user's name, 

and the chosen units should always be included 

IDE~!IFICATION OF PROBLEM (1 card each problem; program stops if PROB NUM is left blank) 

PROB NtJ!-1 Alphanumeric problem description 

TABLE 

2 

2 

5 11 

l. CONTROL DATA (2 cards for each problem) Mul tiple 
Enter "1". to KEEP prior TABLE Loa-a +1 for Parent Problems 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Option -1 for Offspring Problems 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 46 50 
Enter If I" for Plot 

Number of cards added for TABLE Sta tics Principal Options 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Check Stress Profi les 3-D 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 60 65 

* Number of cards added must be zero if preceeding table is kept or if this is an offspring problem. 

** Profile plots are for areas specified by Table 8. If option is zero or blank, printer 
plot is made; if 1. microfilm; if 2, printer and microfil~; if 3. paper. 

*>H Enter 1 to obtain exaggerated isometric (three-dimensional paper plot) display of deflections. 



TABIE 2. CONSTANTS (One card, none if Table 2 of preceding problem is kept) 

Increment Length in Poisson's Slab 
Num I ncr X-Direction Y-Direction R2tio Thickness 
X Y h h \! t 

x Y 

5 10 21 30 40 50 60 

TABLE 3. JOINT BENDING STIFFNESSES, LOADS, AND SUPPORTS (Maximum of 300 cards including those 

From Through 
Slab Bending Stiffness Beam Bending Stiffness 

X Y X Y D
X 

DY F
X 

FY 

5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 

TABLE 4. JOINT RESTRAINTS AND A PPL lED MOMENTS (Maximum of 50 cards including those kept) 

Through 
Rotational Restraint 

From 
X Y X Y R

X RY 

5 10 15 20 41 50 60 

TABLE 5. MESH TWISTING STIFFNESSES (Maximum of 100 cards including those kept) 

From 
X 

5 

TABLE 6. 

From 
X 

5 

Through 
Y X Y 

10 15 

BAR AXIAL THRUSTS 

Through 
Y X Y 

10 15 

20 

Twisting Stiffness 

C
t 

30 

(Maximum of 50 cards 

20 

including those 

41 

ke pt) 
Slab Axial Thrust 

pY x 
P 

50 60 

Page 2 of 9 

kept) 

Load Spring 

Q S 

70 

Applied ~loment 

T
X 

TY 

I 
70 

Beam Axial Thrust 
-x 
p 

70 

pY 

~ 
80 

1 
80 



TABLE 7. ~,aJLTIPLE LOADS (Maximum of 100 cards including those kept) Page 3 of 9 

FrOl-:l Through Load 
X y X Y Q 

5 10 15 20 61 

TABLE 8. PROFILE OUTPUT AREAS (Maximum of 10 cards, including those kept) 

From Through Princ Mom 
X y X Y Defl X-Mom Y-Mom or Stress * Enter 1 for slab moments, 

*1 * 1 2 for beam moments 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

TABLE 9. PRI~"'TED OUTPUT LIMITS (Maximum of 10 cards including those kept) 

From 
y 

Through 
Y If this table is omitted, all results will be printed. Each 

Y-bounded area specified includes the complete X-width. 

6 10 16 20 

TERMINATION OF RUN (one blank PROB NUM card) 

C-l Alphanumeric information may be punched, here if desired, e.g., END OF DATA 
5 

GENERAL PROGRAM NOTES 

The data cards must be assembled in proper order for the program to run. 

A consistent system of units must be used for all input data, for example, kips and feet. 

All 2 to S-space words are understodd to be right-justified integers or whole decimal numbers . 

All 10-space words are floating-point decimal numbers ........ . . 1+ 4 

Any number of problems may be run together. 

70 

.1+ 4 3 2 11 



TABLE 1. CONTROL DATA Page 4 of 9 

If the KEEP option for Table 2 is set equal to 1, there must be no card input for that table. 

For Tables 3 through 9, any data from prior problems may be retained in card image storage by the KEEP 
options. The number of cards input for each table is independent of the KEEP options, except that the 
cumulative tot;:l] of cards cannot exceed the specified amount for each table. 

Card COllnts for Tables 3 through 9 should be carefully rechecked after coding is completed. 

The multiple-load option is exercised for problem series in which only the load positions and magnitudes Hill 
vary. This is done by input of new loads in Table 7. Tables 2 through 6 must be held and no cards may 
be added to them. The first problem in ~ series is the Parent and is specified by entering +1; succes
sive loadings are the Offspring and are specified by entering -1. If the option is left blank or zero, 
the problem is complete within itself. Tables 8 and 9 may be used as desired for all problems. 

The options for Statics Check or Principal Stress may be exercised by entering 1. If the Principal Stress 
is to be used, then a slab or plate thickness must be available in Table 2. The option is useful only 
if the real slab is of uniform thickness with no discontinuities. The output value of principal stress 
has the same sign as the principal moment from which it is computed. 

Two types of plots are available. The first option if left blank or set equal to zero causes the printer to 
create profile plots along with tabulated values; if the option is equal to 1, the plot is made on micro
film with no tabulation; if the option is set equal to 2, the combinAtion of 0 and 1 is obtained; if 
the option is set equal to 3, only paper plots are made. The profiles are in areas specified by Table 
8. The SP~0l~ type of plot creates a pseudo three-dimensional paper plot of the entire set of deflection 

TABLE 2. CONSTANTS 

Variables: h ) h x y 
t 

Typical Input Units: in. none in. 

This table is omitted for Offspring problems 

Poisson's ratio will be taken as zero unless specified (always positive). It is not needed when running 
grid-beam type problems since no Poisson's effects are considered for the beam elements. 

Slab or plate thickness must be entered if the Stress Option in Table 1 is used. The stress is computed 
directly from the value of principal moment and has the same sign. 



TABLES 3 and 4. JOINT BENDING STIFFNESSES, LOADS, SUPPORTS, RESTfu\INTS, AND APPLIED MOMENTS DATA 

Variables: 

Typical Input Units: 

D
X 

DY , 
lb-in

2 

in. 

Q 

lb 

S 

lb 
in. 

in-lb 
rad 

in-lb 

Page 5 of 9 

Unit stiffness values D
X 

and DY for a slab or plate and concentrated stiffness values F
X 

and FY 
for beams are input at all joints. The values are reduced proportionately for edges. 

Customary relationships for isotropic slabs or plates and beams of known cross section are given here for 
reference: 

= 2 
12 (l-v ) 

t 
C = F = EI 

E is the modulus of elasticity t, the plate or slab thickness, v is Poisson's ratio, and I is 
the total beam crr;JS section moment of inertia including composite effects if present. 

Load 'values Q and suppo~t springs S for any joint are determined by multiplying the unit load or unit 
support 'value by the appropriate area of the real slab assigned to that joint. Hinged supports are 
provided by using large S values. Concentrated loads that occur between joints can be apportioned 
geometrically to adjacent joints. 

All data are described with a coordinate system which is related to the X and Y-station numbers. To 
distribute data over a rectangular area, the lower left hand and the upper right hand coordinates must 
be specified. Figure A2 illustrates a sample data input. 

To specify data at a single location, the same coordinates must be specified for both the From and Through 
coordinates. 

The Through coordinates must always be equal to or numerically greater than the From coordinates. 

The user may input 'values on the edges of the slab and the corners to represent the proportionate area 
desired, as illustrated in Fig A2. 

There are no restrictions on the order of cards. The values input are algebraically accumulated at each 
coordinate. 



TABLE 5. MESH TWISTING STIFFNESSES 

Variable: 

Typical Input Unit: 

Ct 

lb-in
2 

in/rad 

Page 6 of 9 

Unit twisting stiffness C
t 

is defined for the mesh of the plate or slab surrounded by four rigid bars and 
four joints. The mesh is numbered according to the joint number at the upper right corner of the 
mesh as shown in Fig Al. 

The same general notes as listed for Tables 3 and 4 are applicable. 

TABLE 6. BAR AXIAL THRUSTS 

Variables: PK, pY ? Py , 

Typical Input Units: lb lb 

All data in this table are concentrated. Distributed data must be summed over the width of the increment 
involved. Proportionate values can be used along edges. 

x 
All tension (+) or compression (-) 'values P are specified for each ~bar in the X-direction. Since it is 

a bar force, no coordinate should be used which would specify a P value in a bar outside the real 
plate or slab. The bars are numbered according to t~le joint number at the increasing station end of 
the bar, as shown in Fig AI. py values are specified in the Y-direction. 

The same general notes as listed for Tables 3 and 4 are applicable. 

TABLE 7. MULTIPLE LOADS 

Variable: Q 

Typical Input Unit: lb 
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When a problem is such that only the load changes from problem co problem, it is appropriate to enter it in 
this table and hold all other stiffness, load, and geometrical data of Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 2nd 6 froD 
the previous problem, thus creating an Offspring problem. Any loads entered or held in Table 3 are 
added to the loads of Table 7. 

The multiple-loading options are specified in Table 1. The greatest amount of computer time is needed for 
the first problem in a multiple-loading problem series and subsequent problems are then solved in a 
fraction of the solution time. 

TABLE 8. PROFILE OUTPUT AREAS 

Each card may encompass up to a maximum of 300 points. For larger areas, additional cards rlay be used to tl,E' 
limit of 10, including those kept from previous problems. 

If profile plot options in Table 1 were set to 1 or 3, no tabulated output of Table 8 areas is pri~;~ed. A 
blank or 2 option will cause tabulated and printer display of the selected profiles. 

Anyone or all four types of profile output may be selected by entering a 1 for those desired. BeaD moments 
may be chosen by entering a 2. One limitation for the moment options is that all areas entc'.J or kept 
from the previous problem must be either for slab or beam X and Y-moments. A mixture of slab and beam 
profile output within a problem is disallowed. 

TABLE 9. PRINTED OUTPUT LIMITS 

If this table is omitted, the complete printout of results is obtained. Partial output may be obtained ~y 
specifying the sections to be printed within the Y-bounded limits designated on each card. Up to l~ 

Y-bounded sections may be printed. 

Y-bounded areas may overlap or be contiguous. 

V1 
o 
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r r hl I 
2,4 

5 
X- Bar 3,4 
Joint 3,4 
Mesh 3,4 

4 
V-Bar 3,4 

3 

h, 

2 1-------+---+-----+----1~ 

y- Bar 3,2 

X-Bar 1,0 

Y=Q 
x 

X=Q 2 3 

JOint Data; 0" r1 ,F",F,Q,S,R"R\T"TY 

(0" and 0' ore per unit \Width, all others are concentrated values) 

Mesh Data: Ct 

(Ct is per unit width) 

Bar Data: p", P', Fi", ~y 

( all values are concentrated) 

Fig Al. Data coordinate numbering system. 



~~, + ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ + ~ t 1 ______ Uniform Axial Compression In 

31 in. -----+1-1 
i h.: 10 In·1 

Y Direction af 600 Ib per 

inch of Width 

8 --

7 -~r-+--~-~-~--r--~ 

4-~_1tt1J 
48 in. 

3 -~-+--~--+-~~-r--~ 

Uniform Load q.= 20 pil 

Equiv. per Joint Load 

Q: 20 Ibz (6 II 10) inz 
In. 

: 1200 Ib 

Plate Stiffness 

k . z 
O· and 0' = 300 -In. 

In. 

2 -r-T--t~--~~~H--l __ I 8 - kip Concentrated Load 

I -~-+--~---+---+---+--+--1 

+ ---t -+-
Y : 0 - L., _--L_----JL-_...L...-_--1

I
I.....-_l-_--1

I
.--1 

X=O 2 3 

tttttttttttttt 
From Through D

X 
and DY Q 

X Y X Y 

0 0 2 8 7.500E+OL. 
0 1 2 7 7.500E+04 
1 1 2 7 1.500E+05 
3 0 3 8 9.000E+04 
3 1 3 7 9.000E+04 
1 4 1 6 -1.200E+03 
2 4 2 6 -3.600E+02 
2 2 2 2 -8.000E+03 
0 1 0 8 -3.000E+03 
1 1 2 8 -6.000E+03 
3 1 3 8 -3.600E+03 

data incomplete for this sample 

Fig A2. Sample data input. 
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CODING OF ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEMS 
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COMPUTER OUTPUT PROBLEM 101 
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T"15 P~O~A.~ IS BEING USED .T YOU" O-N ~IS'. 
tNA~IES MA' CCCUN loTEN THE '.CUE REVISION nITE. 
PLEASE REPeNT OlrFTCUllIES T3 THF ASOUE "ECPl, 
IT THE CENHN '0;' NIGH-IY "ESEA"eN. UT AT AI'STIN. 

A~AL'HS OF CONCRETE SNOUlOERS 0 .. CONTlhUouSlY REI"fnMCEO PAVE"'''''T 
p~OJECT 56 SLA~ APPlICATIO~S~~~NIRVfY J, T'EYRIC 

PRoe 
I I 2.'." fT CAC~ _ITNOUT CO.CRET! 5NOUlOF"S • lRKIP lOin HETwEEN CRACKS 

KEEP FROM PAECEnl~G P,CblE~ IlaYES) 
NU~ CAR:S INpUT T"ls pReBLE" 

"'UlTlplE LeAO OpTIO~ 
STATICS CHECK OPTION 
PAI~ STkES! OpTIC~ 
PAQrllE PLOT OPTIC" 
)-D "lOI Jp\IC~ 

TIBlF 2, CO'STAhTS 

NUMSEN OF I"CNEME,TS I' ~ DIRECTION 
NUM~~R CF IhCREME'TS l~ Y nlA£cTIOh 
IhCR~"E" LENGTH IN ~ OIRECTION 
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Ft-/0, ... '''"(. f)~ QY 
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I 14 
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I 

~O 

o 

Fy 

~o. 
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~o, 
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_0, 
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2 

-0 ~O 

o 

~4 

40 
1.200£+01 
1.200r'01 
2.000E~OI 
8.000£+00 

3,600.+0) 
3.600f.OJ 
J ~\lll~' .t:] 

J:bOnF.'lJ 
_0, 
_0. 
_0. 
_0. 
.0, 
_0. 

:?- ,- ,4 _G It :~:~~~t:~~ -v. 
? 23 2. "'IJ. -v. 
32 " l2 ·Ct -S.oonE+n7 -v' 
3? 2J 32 '0. -S'Cool+nl' 

lAdlE -. JOr"T ST IFn,rS, ;11\"" 1_('A0 nATA CO~TO 

F'h'OM T",Ml. ~, 

"JOINT JCj,.,T 

f\L~"E 

iAI:iLc '. ~FSH ~T IFF~E~S '\It T A 

fj.iO~· 1,...,..1. 

"£S'< "ES" 

c· 00 1.*Z2f·UIj 

TA~LE ~. 6A- STIFF"ES~ 
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I 1 
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aM 
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CHANGES .OY CCCUM .rTER THE ApOVE REVISION DATE. 
PLEASE REPC~I DIFFICULTIES TO THE ABOVE ~EOPLF 
AT Tt-lE CENTEIo! FO"'- ... IGHIIiIIAY I=IESFARCH. UT A,T AUSTIN. 

. . . . . 
A'ALYSIS UF CONCRtTE SHOULDERS U. CCNTI_UOUSLY ~EINFORCEO ~'VEMENT 

P~OJECT ~6 SLA8 APPLICATIO,S ___ eARVEY J. T"EYPIC 

PRDR ICOQCI 
101 24"40 FT CRCF 'IT~CUT CO'CREIE S.OULOfOS , 18KIP LOAn ~ET"EEN CRACKS 

-ESULTS 

SLA8 X .O.E"T AND X TolSTING "OMENT ACT IN THF • DI.ECTIO~ (ABOUT Y A<ISI 
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40 -1.OOeE-04 
40 -1.04eE_o. 
40 -1.080E-0· 
40 -10I06E-04 
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_03 
_ .003E.03 

21 _s.852E.03 
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21 .I,13 e E_02 
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5,111 f' 0 I 
7 4S9E.nl 
l'008E.02 
l'27Sf.n2 
1'50H,02 
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1' 76 1E.02 
1:935f·r2 
201 9 1 E'n2 
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2,OOSE'n? 
1.6791:·r2 
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5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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12 
13 
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16 
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18 
19 
20 
21 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
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9 

10 
II 
17 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
2l 
23 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
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10 

.?Il <;.369E .. 05 
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20 t.~·1E·C~ 
2 II ... 1 lIE .. L ~ 
2(1 -e.30~E-Ob 
2(" -EI115~E-r.~ 
2:"' -c.162E-ll.f 
20 -4.041E-L'+ 
2n -6,73H-0. 
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20 -2,397E.02 
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10 e.~03E.05 
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19 .7,~98E·0~ 
19 ·2,OIAf·04 
19 ·3,823E·04 
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19 .~,20IE.03 
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_I'4EOE.02 
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2,023t',,3 
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-5.33 9 E·n2 
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1.4 7 .. 1:..0J 
'1,6~5t'10 

4,016E.12 
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.7'5t91:..00 
.I'42 7E ,01 
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-b.6t 7E·cl 
-8.S47E·,:\1 
-1.04 2E.("2 
'1,192~'r2 
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_.·6~8t..o2 
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.9'IS5E.0 I 
5'649E,(2 
3:7C2 E.IO 

-7,50It·13 
.. 2 4E2t.(;0 
... o·6'::0E.oO 
.I'2t9E.CI 
_2'09bE.OI 
.3'1~2t.CI 
.4'473E.ol 
.. S'Q<;9E.r'1 
_7·6~SE+Ol 
-0:277E'CI 
-1.O~4t·o2 

U;;~:~f 
2.015F.:·Ou 
3. 87 C::F·OL-
7.05(1)[·00 
1.24?r:·Ol 
2,1?4I"01 
J,~30E'01 
,:.717E·Ol 
9,041£'01 
I 390E.02 
2'<0 0 ,.02 
l'580E.02 
5'747E.0< 
9·284f.02 
1:550E'OJ 
2,625E'OJ 
1,71.~·03 
1,305E'03 
1.24 RE·OJ 
1,507E'03 
2,18H'OJ 
3.509E·OJ 
1, 58 7E'OJ 

'3,982[-0 I 
.3,426E.02 

7 113E.01 
1'727E.00 
3:396£.00 
6.258E·00 
I,ll OE'O I 
1.90~E·Ol 
3,1 7 1F'01 
5,132"'01 
S.OS~E·O! 
1,241E'02 
1. 933E' 0< 
3.03PE·0< 
• 603£.02 
~'602£,02 
S:b86E.OZ 
9.S60E.02 
I 0141'.03 
9'783[.0< 
l'003E.OJ 
1:144E,03 
I 377E.03 
1'573E.03 
~:02E!f.OC 

'4,.9.£'01 

,~,~~:~:~: 
9'146£.01 
Z:05';f.OO 
4 042E.00 
7·44C;F.OO 
1'30F.01 
2'lOOF.01 
3:~6.RE·Ol 
5,58.F·GI 

2, 462E.J2 
5,A89E'12 
8,40~E'12 
9,934E-12 
1,29~E'11 
9, 85 0E'}2 
1,190E'11 
2,1 4 1 E-1 I 
I, 71 ~E'II 
3,25~E'11 
342'E.11 
4 'IIIE.II 

.4 'III E. 1 I 

.2'05,E.II 
1'50·/E.IO 

'1:37oE.II 
·J.09~E-1 0 
-6, 85 2E_II 
'2 ,467E·I 0 
'2,193E'10 
'2, 74 IE'10 
'4,3 8 5E-IO 
-4.65QE-ln 
·3,OI"E·IO 

.5.774E·ol 
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.2:51 8 £.00 
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-5,609E'on 
-S.2 9 E!E.on 
·1.lIIE.nl 
-1.74 nf·'l1 
-2.460E.nl 
-3.41QE·Ol 
-4.596E.(l] 
-8.39?E.ol 
-1.324E·n2 
.1 771E.02 
_2:412E.n2 
.2 922E.n2 
_8·o3~E.nl 

1'?05E.02 
3'.5IE.OI 

.9·416E.Ol 
_2·397E.02 
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.2 859E.02 
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-1.0SlE.nO 
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.. 3·255E".OO 
.. 4·714E.nn 
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.3 176E.01 
-4:44<;E.Ol 
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:~:~~~~:~i 
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·l,OI:;E·ol 
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I 3 lIE. 0 I 
2'O~8E.ol 
)'356E.oI 
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8·70 4E.Ol 
1:453E'02 
2,4 6 1E'02 
\,61IE'02 
1,22 3 E'n2 
1.1 7 0E·02 
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